Fantasia No. 1 in one movement; for
three violins, three violas, three violoncellos and double bass
A soft floating opening constructed from
the pitches at the beginning of Bach’s
third Brandenburg begins the work. This
leads to an aleatoric cloud of sound,
from which solo lines appear. A rhythmic
agitated section contrasting the three violas and aleatoric accompaniment settles
back into the opening soft atmosphere.
Gently swirling figures accompany a
richly harmonized melody in the Allegro
non troppo, punctuated by big pizzicato
chords.
Fantasia No. 2 in three movements for
solo flute, violin, harpsichord and strings
This is the only one of the Fantasias with
separate movements. A swirling figure
shared by the three soloists begins the
piece in a hushed and expectant manner. The tutti strings interrupt the mood
with violent chords, given percussive texture with snap pizzicato. Soli and tutti
alternate presenting pieces of melody

and accompaniment. After many waves
of crescendi, the flute begins a fugue,
whose subject stitches together the melodic strands previously presented. The
other soloists follow, only to be abruptly
interrupted by the tutti strings with the
same strong percussive chords that broke
the opening mood. The tutti then “takes
over” the fugue, despite the soli trying to
hold them back. Finally, the soli interrupt
the forward motion of the fugue, which
unravels in lush harmony similar to the
first measures. The fugue subject spread
out over four octaves ends the movement
in the same mysterious mood as opened
the movement, with the soloists getting
the final nose-thumbing gesture.
The second movement is introspective, allowing the soloists to shine lyrically above lush chords in the muted tutti
strings. A 32nd-note figure provides
rhythmic zest as the melodic material unfolds.
Whereas the first two movements concentrated on rich harmonies and counterpoint, the energetic and aggressive final
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movement is an exploration of unison.
Constant 16th-note movement rushes
between tutti and soloists, presenting
virtuosic material and an ever-shifting
palette of tonal colors and string effects,
ending the movement decisively.
Fantasia No. 3 in one movement; for
three oboes, bassoon, two horns and
strings
A measure of loud, fast moving tone
clusters begins this piece, followed by an
unexpected measure of pianissimo in the
strings. This alternation continues, but
each time more musical material is added
to the quiet section - soft aleatoric motion, then an oboe solo, bassoon solo and
horn solo, each building upon the lyrical
material of the solo line that precedes it.
The aleatoric parts are slowly replaced by
wispy string lines and sighing chords. A
final outburst of a measure of tone clusters leads into a final faster propulsive
section. This section is marked by syncopated rhythms and the opposition of
oboes against horns and bassoon, and of
the winds against the strings.

Fantasia No. 4 in one movement; for two
flutes, solo violin and strings (in tempore
belli)
This Fantasia is the only one in the series
that is in a single unchanging tempo. It
was written just before the beginning of
the Iraq War, and reflects my sad and worried state of mind at that time. Ostinato
eighth notes offset moving 16th-note
figures and short melodies in the solo
instruments and then the violas. A heartbeat rhythm begins first as underpinning
and then gains more prominence, finally
taking over and ending the piece in an
uncertain and melancholy way.
Fantasia No. 5 in five movements, played
without pause; for two violas, two violas
da gamba (or violoncellos), violoncello
and double bass
Trills and motoric 16th notes begin the
first movement forcefully. The motoric
rhythm continues softly under a richly
harmonized melody in trios of the upper
and lower strings. Elements of both sections develop and intertwine, continuing

the energy to the end of the movement,
even as it fades.
The second movement is a recitative-like
melody that unfolds over a major second
pedal point. The melody begins in the
second Viola da Gamba, and adds each of
the other instrumental voices one by one,
increasing in intensity to the end.
The third movement is a passacaglia in
5/4 time whose subject comes from the
running notes in the first measure of the
piece. The unison melody which opposes
the passacaglia theme carries mood on
from the second movement.
The fourth movement is comprised of
cadenzas for the first viola and the double
bass. The musical material under and
between the cadenzas exploits many extended techniques for the instruments
- aleatoric passages, trill chord clusters,
glissandi - which expand and intensify
the mood. This intensity leads to a fortissimo unison quotation of the main
theme of the second movement of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concerto No. 6, the only
such quotation in any of the Fantasias.

A short development of this quotation
leads directly into the final section, a
varied reprise of the opening movement, combining the original material
with continued development of Bach’s
melody.
Fantasia No. 6 in three movements,
played without pause; for solo flute,
oboe, trumpet, violin and strings
A fanfare begins the first movement
forcefully. This gesture is balanced by a
quiet morse code-like motif, which leads
to an explosion of coloratura from the
trumpet and flute. An agitated melody
and accompaniment traded off by violin
and oboe leads back to the opening fanfare. An expansion of the “morse code”
follows, this time with a lyrical melody
in the violas and cellos below. These elements alternate and develop, continuing
with force and excitement. Finally, ad
libitum figures in the solo parts emerge
from the tutti strings, dissipating the
energy and leading to the second movement.
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The second movement is a series of recitatives for trumpet, oboe and flute respectively. These simple lyrical lines
contrast soft, sustained, rich chords and
agitated ad libitum lines as accompaniment.
The final movement, a passacaglia, presents a four-measure theme (three measures of 4/4 and one of 6/4) in an unadorned calm trumpet line with quiet
pizzicato underneath. The violin joins,
ornamenting the trumpet. The theme
shifts to the violin and the flute presents
a different, arpeggio-like ornamentation. The oboe enters with its own lyrical
ornamentation as the flute takes the passacaglia theme. A step-wise motion begins low in the double bass, rising to the
top of the violins as the ornamentation in
both solo and tutti string parts becomes
more pervasive. The tempo quickens and
the theme is spread through the tutti
strings and across five octaves, with the
solo violin re-introducing the “morse
code motif” from the first movement in
octaves. The tempo quickens again, the
soloists in unison expanding the arpeggio

ornamentation and the passacaglia theme
in forceful down bows and then agitated
tremolos in the strings. The final quickening of tempo introduces fast scales and
abrupt chords, ending the movement
with rich chords and a version of the
morse code motif.
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including members of the Lyric Opera
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University, DePaul University, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee and the Music Institute of Chicago. They not only
perform traditional repertoire, but also
have a passion for working with composers, preparing thoughtful and meticulous
concert premieres and recordings.
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